C APTURE
TH E ES S ENC E O F RO MANC E

Fulfilling hopes, dreams, and creating something unique and precious, are the primary
inspirations behind the Clogau Compose collection. A huge variety of ring styles have been
carefully designed and crafted, and all of the Clogau Compose rings include rare Welsh gold
as used by British Royalty for over 100 years. Capture all of your hopes and dreams in
an exquisite, bespoke Clogau Compose engagement ring.
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COMPOSE
C H O S EN BY YO U • C R AF TED BY C LO G AU

Clogau Compose offers you the opportunity to create a unique and precious,
hand-crafted, bespoke engagement ring that holds personal meanings to you both.
Fall in love with our range of beautiful and elegant, classic and contemporary ring settings
– available in platinum, white, yellow and rose gold. Try them on at your leisure and then let
us handcraft your bespoke Clogau Compose ring by choosing your perfect diamond to fulfil
your heart’s desire. Let us guide you through these simple but important stages
in your unforgettably romantic journey.

Decide on your style and metal type, set your heart on a diamond
and let us craft your bespoke engagement ring to perfection.

Engagement rings from top to bottom: Eleanor, Aria, Valentina and Sonatina
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REGALE
IN R A R E WELS H GOLD

On 13th July 1911, Prince Edward I was officially invested as the Prince of Wales
in a special ceremony at Caernarfon Castle on the fringes of Snowdonia. The regalia
used in his Royal investiture incorporated pure Welsh gold. Clogau’s heritage evolved when
this exquisite gold was found in the hills of Snowdonia in the Clogau St David’s mine.
After many years mining, the precious gold veins became too rare and difficult to find,
and mining ceased. Clogau wanted to find a way to ensure that this unique and much-prized
rare Welsh gold would be used to create heirloom jewellery of the highest quality, beauty
and originality. Clogau Compose engagement rings are the embodiment of our
aspirations and your love and commitment.
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CLO G AU C OM POSE
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REALISE
YO UR D R EAMS

Deciding on your perfect engagement ring is incredibly exciting – you want it to
signify so many things from your personality and style. Our Capella engagement ring is
a contemporary twist on a classic look incorporating subtle luxury and aspirational vintage
design. The stylish setting of the single diamond is the ultimate symbol of timeless
elegance. Let us guide you on your journey through the plans you are making
and the joyful unity of your fairytale wedding waiting to unfold.
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Capella engagement and wedding rings are available
in platinum, yellow, white and rose gold.

Capella engagement ring
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All Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings
are available in platinum, rose, yellow and white gold.
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DELIGHT
I N AL L THAT I S P O S S I BL E

The Clogau Compose collection of ring designs, when combined with the metal choices
and range of diamond cut, colours and clarities, mean you can be sure that your bespoke
ring will be as unique and precious as you are. Clogau Compose offers you the opportunity
to create a ring together which will hold cherished meanings for both of you.
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C LOG AU COMPOSE
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DEFINE
ABS O LUTE P ER F EC TI O N

Valentina’s sublime contemporary design of a pure precious metal band on which
your choice of sparkling diamond, cradled by our iconic Tree of Life rose gold filigree setting,
is the ultimate romantic gesture. Celebrate your love by composing a bespoke heirloom
engagement ring.
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REJOICE
IN DR E AM S REALIZED

Guaranteed to make an unforgettable debut for all the right reasons, our glamourous
and loveable Sonatina engagement ring exudes allure and sparkle. The band of exquisite
diamonds, when combined with our iconic Tree of Life rose gold filigree, beautifully
complements Sonatina’s sublime design. Share cherished memories in an elegantly
crafted ring that you have composed at the start of your journey and behold the
unfolding of a magical future together.
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All Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings
are available in platinum, rose, yellow and white gold.
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EXPLORE
NEW BEG I NNI NG S

Every bridal journey is individual and precious, something to look back on with great
fondness and happy memories. Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings recognise
the importance of celebrating your life together. In the following pages, we share with you
our alternative wedding and commitment rings, designed in our unique style that can be
worn stacked, alone or to complement your bespoke Clogau Compose engagement ring.
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HONOUR
TH E VALUE O F F R I END S HI P

Strength, unity, love and laughter. What an honour to recognise your commitment
to each other through the giving and receiving of a Clogau Compose ring – the ultimate
expression of your love and a reflection on the entwining bonds of your future. Our range
of commitment rings can be worn to complement the engagement rings in the Clogau
Compose range, as a stacking ring or simply on their own.

Rings from top to bottom:
Capella engagement ring, Freya, Valentina, Viola, Cecilia and Aria wedding and commitment rings
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DARE TO DREA M
CE L E B R AT E LIFE’S JOURNEY

Clogau Compose follows the esteemed Royal tradition of using rare Welsh gold in
wedding rings. The connections between Welsh gold and Royalty date back over 100 years.
Pure Welsh gold was first used in Royal wedding rings in 1923, when the Queen Mother’s
wedding ring was made from pure Welsh gold. Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, carried on
this Royal tradition on her marriage to Prince William by having her wedding ring made
from pure Welsh gold.
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TREASURE
T HE WIN DS OR C OLLEC TION

This collection takes its name from our Royal Family, the Windsor’s. The classic designs
are the embodiment of this timeless collection. Engrave your names or wedding date for
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a personal and lasting reminder of your lifelong commitment to each other.

W i n d s o r w e d d i n g r i n gs
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COMPOSE
YO UR P ER S O NAL HEI R LO O M

Helping you to create something unique, personal and precious is what Clogau Compose
is all about. Browse the collection at your leisure and try on your favourite designs from
a variety of ring styles available in platinum, white, yellow and rose gold. On the following
pages we share with you the inspirations behind our collection, and how to locate your
nearest Clogau Compose Retail Partner.
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ARIA

42

C APELL A

Understated elegance is what encapsulates Aria’s very essence. Purity and passion are

Our Capella engagement ring is a contemporary twist on a classic design

reflected in her flawless nature. The elegant band of exquisite diamonds, combined with our

incorporating subtle luxury and aspirational vintage style. The exquisite setting of the

iconic Tree of Life rose gold filigree complements the delicate design and stunning central

single diamond is the ultimate symbol of timeless elegance. The complementary knife edge

diamond. The stylish and contemporary Aria wedding band has been designed to work in

wedding ring has been designed to work in perfect harmony with the Capella engagement ring.

perfect harmony with the understated elegance of the Aria engagement ring. The band

The simplicity of the knife edge design also means that they can be worn as luxurious

can also be given and worn as an eternity ring to show your love and commitment.

stacking rings to add a touch more glamour to your life.
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ELEANOR
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FREYA

A regal presence and shining light at every occasion, Eleanor’s contemporary

A contemporary twist on the timeless emotions that her name represents,

and captivating elegance is sure to charm everyone who sees her. As the mother of

Freya was the goddess of love in Scandinavian mythology. Overflowing with tenderness

the first Prince of Wales in 1301, this captivating ring containing rare Welsh gold is as

and romance, Freya unites the bonds of true love. The two Tree of Life filigree hearts signify

precious as its namesake. The engagement ring has been designed to marry beautifully

the joining together and support for each other in a committed relationship, united by the

with the complementary Eleanor wedding ring, making them the ultimate expression

single diamond. The Freya engagement and wedding rings have been designed to sit

of your devotion, commitment and future together.

intimately together and reflect the unity of the ceremony they represent.
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SONATINA
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VALENTINA

Guaranteed to make an unforgettable debut for all the right reasons, glamorous

As romantic as the ancient custom of sending cards to sweethearts on Valentine’s Day,

and captivating Sonatina exudes allure and sparkle. Presentation is all encompassing

Valentina elegantly combines classical romance with contemporary style. The stylish band

and this fabulous design is the ultimate opportunity to be in the spotlight. The beautifully

of pure precious metal on which a sparkling diamond supported by our iconic Tree of Life

set band of exquisite diamonds, when combined with our iconic Tree of Life rose gold

rose gold filigree beautifully complements Valentina’s sublime design. The elegant eternity

filigree beautifully complements Sonatina’s sublime design. The complementary wedding

style wedding band has been designed to sit perfectly with the engagement ring to

band sits in perfect harmony with the engagement ring.

add even more sparkle.
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CHERISH
AL L THI NG S R AR E AND P R EC I O US

Your Clogau Compose engagement ring is the ultimate family heirloom to treasure forever.
We understand the enormity of your decision so we want to make sure that we provide you
with all the knowledge and guidance we can regarding your purchase so in years to come
you are still happy that you made the perfect choice. The next few pages of information
should help guide you and if you have any questions, please get in touch with your nearest
Clogau Compose Retail Partner who will be happy to help you with your decision making.
www.clogaucompose.com
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COMPOSE
CE RT IFICAT IONS & GUARANTEES

We understand how important it is that our jewellery is crafted from ethically sourced
materials and we want to make sure our customers understand the value of our assurances
regarding their Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings.

Ethical assurance

Diamonds are graded from FL (flawless) to I3 (not

VS2 (very slightly included) and VS1 (very slightly
included, Clogau’s best) diamonds.

will receive a report from the GIA® which is their
assurance of their gemstone’s quality. We will
supply you with a copy of the Clogau Compose GIA®
certificate. A photograph of the certification on the
rings girdle will be stored at Clogau Head Office.
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please contact your nearest Clogau Compose Retail

creating an alloy that differs depending on whether

gold. In November 2014 Clogau Gold of Wales Ltd

Partner or Clogau Compose Boutique Store who

it is white, rose or yellow gold and its required

received a statement from the Edinburgh Assay

will be happy to help and advise you.

properties. Platinum’s natural sheen accentuates

Office in which they stated that they are satisfied

www.clogaucompose.com

the brilliance of a diamond. It is highly dense and

with the quality management processes we follow,

very durable. It is not possible to mix gold with plain

and that a pre-determined quantity of Welsh gold is

platinum so platinum items always have an 18ct

being included in the production of all Clogau items.

Welsh rose gold section to ensure that the rare Welsh

Verifiable records are kept to provide a clear audit

gold is included in your Clogau Compose ring.

trail to support these assurances.
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classic round Brilliant cut and the Princess cut.

standard for describing diamonds: Colour, Clarity,

All diamonds used in Clogau Compose rings are good

Cut, and Carat weight.

cut proportions (see the illustration on the right) and

Colour

will achieve a wonderful sparkle and brilliance.

A diamond’s colour is measured by how colourless

Carat weight

it is. Diamonds are graded from D (colourless and

The carat refers to the diamond weight and

extremely rare) to Z (noticeably coloured). Clogau

determining the size of the diamond (but not the

Compose diamonds range from colourless to near

quality of the diamond). The ideal carat weight for

colourless. We have carefully selected three colour

an engagement ring will depend on the size of the

choices for customers to choose from; D is our best;

wearers’ finger and the budget.

G is very close to the best and then I for those on
a tighter budget but who still want a beautiful and
white diamond.

On the right, is an overview of the range of diamonds
that Clogau offer in their Compose rings. The gold
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COLOURLESS

Clogau Compose diamonds are available in the

The GIA created the now globally accepted
®

CLARIT Y

certifications are our guarantee that every Clogau

who invest in a Clogau Compose engagement ring

and wedding ring is a guaranteed amount of Welsh

CUT

conflict areas. This stringent diamond policy and its

that diamond is in relation to the 4C’s. All customers

Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings,

remaining percentages are made up of other metals
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their ring they can choose from SI1 (slightly included),

the diamonds supplied do not come from other

GIA certified. The certificates have been produced

world. Within every Clogau Compose engagement

recommended). When customers start composing

Scheme, and we require written guarantees that

by an independent body and they tell us exactly what

shown in this brochure, or would like to try on some

hallmark 750 which means it is 75% pure gold. The

CARAT

no visible impact on a diamond’s overall appearance.

operate within the Kimberley Process Certification

®

become one of the most sought-after golds in the

COLOUR

and cannot be seen with the naked eye. They have

originate from a conflict-free area. All of our suppliers

All of our Clogau Compose selected diamonds are

If you have any questions about any of the rings

is 37.5% pure gold in the alloy. 18ct gold has the

occurring imperfections; most of these are very tiny

have been ethically sourced, responsibly crafted, and

Diamond certificates

Any questions?

Prized for its scarcity and origin, Welsh gold has

Almost every diamond that exists contains naturally

our Clogau Compose engagement and wedding rings

sourced and 100% conflict free.

Pure Welsh gold

9ct gold has the hallmark 375 which means there

Clarity

Clogau guarantee that all of the diamonds set in

Compose diamond you have chosen is ethically

Metal choices explained

BRILLIANT

PRINCESS

Cutlet size

line indicates the options to choose from.
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WARRANTY

COMPOSE

CL E A N • C ARE • PROTEC T

C H O S EN BY YO U • C R AF TED BY C LO G AU

The aftercare service and warranty that is included with the purchase of your

You have your heart set on composing a bespoke engagement ring, crafted containing

Clogau Compose rings is as important as the rare Welsh gold that they contain.

rare Welsh gold as used by British Royalty for over 100 years but are unsure where to start...
Let us guide you through the simple but important stages.

Clogau Compose warranty

Complimentary aftercare service

Every Clogau Compose engagement and wedding

To ensure your Clogau Compose ring remains as

ring is accompanied by a warranty to guarantee

beautiful as the day you bought it, we are delighted

peace of mind on this important and once in a

to offer you our complimentary Clean, Care, Protect

lifetime purchase.

service. Whether the ring you composed needs

Along with the GIA certificate you receive with
®

your ring(s), your Clogau Compose warranty clearly
documents all aspects of your purchase including

a professional clean and polish to revitalize it or
perhaps a claw needs re-pointing, Clogau will ensure
your Clogau Compose ring is lovingly cared for and

Each time your ring is rejuvenated, a note of the date
and the services carried out will be taken, acting as a
brief log of your rings’ aftercare.
Please send your ring(s) via a secure method to:
Clogau Gold of Wales Ltd,
Unit 5, Kinmel Park,
Abergele Road, Bodelwyddan,
Denbighshire, LL18 5TX.

your diamond’s carat weight, total number of

returned to you as soon as possible.

If you require any further information about the

diamonds in the ring and shank, as well as the cut,

The complimentary two-year warranty period of your

Clean, Care, Protect service available with your

colour and clarity of the primary diamond in your ring.

Clogau Compose ring provides you with a thorough

Your warranty also guarantees that rare Welsh

aftercare service. All you will need to do is return the

gold has been included, ensuring the status of your
carefully crafted, bespoke engagement ring as the
ultimate heirloom to be treasured forever.
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ring directly to Clogau along with the Clean, Care,
Protect service card and proof of purchase. We will
carry out the warranty request and return your ring
to you as soon as we can.

Clogau Compose ring then please don’t hesitate to
contact us on 0845 606 8877 between 9am–5pm,
Monday to Friday. Or email our in-house Clogau
Compose warranty specialist at:
warranty@clogaucompose.com

Decide on your ring style

Set your heart on a diamond

Let us craft it to perfection

Browse the Clogau Compose engagement ring

The diamonds available for our Clogau Compose

Once you have chosen your engagement ring style

collection in our Clogau Boutique Stores or at your

engagement rings offer you the opportunity to select

and decided upon platinum, rose, yellow or white

local Clogau Compose Retail Partner store. Try on a

from brilliant or princess cut diamonds in a range

gold, our dedicated craftsmen will set your carefully

variety of styles to see which best suits your taste,

of carat weights, colours and clarities. Choose the

selected diamond to create your dream bespoke

style, fingers and skin tone.

perfect diamond for your style and bank balance.

engagement ring.
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GUIDING
YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY

Our trusted and highly trained Clogau Compose Retail Partners are available to guide
you through the possibilities that composing your dream ring can offer. To find your nearest
Clogau Compose Retail Partner, please visit our website www.clogaucompose.com

Where can I buy Clogau Compose rings?

Trademarks & copyright

Data protection notice

Clogau Compose is an exclusive offering only

Copyright © 2015 Clogau Gold of Wales Limited.

To help us provide the best possible service,

available from our Clogau Boutique Stores and

All items featured in this brochure are copyright

we may collect and maintain certain information

our trusted and highly trained Clogau Compose

Clogau Gold of Wales Limited and may not be

from our own stores, for example billing and

Retail Partners. As such, they are able to offer the

reproduced without permission. Clogau Compose,

delivery information in accordance with the Data

exceptional level of service that you would expect

The Windsor Collection and Tree of Life are registered

Protection Act. However, we protect and enforce the

when purchasing fine diamond jewellery –

trademarks of Clogau Gold of Wales Limited.

confidentiality of this information very strictly, and

especially engagement and wedding rings.

under no circumstances will we sell or rent it to

You are making an investment in something

Terms & conditions

rare and precious to mark a highly emotive and

The full and latest Terms and Conditions are available

Please note that out Clogau Compose Retail

personal occasion. Our Clogau Compose Retail

on our website at: www.clogaucompose.com/terms

Partners may access and use your data differently.

Partners understand how important it is to give

By placing an order, you signify your agreement to be

Please speak directly with the store if you have any

you an opportunity to channel your excitement into
composing your very own bespoke engagement ring.

other businesses or third parties.

bound by these conditions. E&OE Clogau reserves

questions relating to this.

the right to change prices or specification without

Read our full Data Protection Notice on our website:

Because of the very nature of the ring, it means

prior notice.

www.clogaucompose.com/privacy

that it is composed by you and crafted by Clogau,

Terms & Conditions may vary with different Clogau

therefore it is not possible to purchase a Clogau
Compose engagement ring online. To locate your
nearest Clogau Compose Retail Partner, please
visit www.clogaucompose.com or call us on
0845 606 8877.
Not all Clogau Retailers stock Clogau Compose rings.
This is an exclusive offering available only from a
select number of UK retailers. Please check where
your nearest stockist is before you travel.
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Compose Retail Partners. Please speak directly
with the store you are purchasing from about any
questions you may have.

EXPLORE
T HE CR E AT IVIT Y OF C OM POS E

With a Clogau Compose ring you can celebrate life and all that it holds.
Rest assured that the fine jewellery and diamond knowledge of our expertly
trained Retail Partners is second to none and they are always there to guide
you on your Clogau Compose journey. Explore the possibilities at:
www.clogaucompose.com
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WINNER

CLOGAU COMPOSE
CHO SE N BY YO U • C RA F T ED BY C LO G AU

To locate your nearest Clogau Boutique Store

www.clogaucompose.com

BR15A– COMPOSE

or Clogau Compose Retail Partner, please visit:

